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Combining documentary with fictional scenarios, the films of Redmond Entwistle examine specific 
geographical sites, pedagogical models, and historical figures and events as a means to address larger issues 
that include how social and economic inequalities are reproduced from one generation to the next and the 
limits of artistic representation. List Projects: Redmond Entwistle will be the artist’s first US solo museum 
exhibition and first comprehensive screening of his works to date. 

By way of archival footage and restaged interviews, Walk-Through (2012, 18 min.), considers the history of 
the California Institute for the Arts, in particular the impact of artist Michael Asher’s “post-studio” class on 
his former students. Entwistle’s work becomes a means for examining the commodification of education and 
how individual speech functions in contemporary art as well as in democracy. In Monuments (2010, 30 min.), 
the artists Dan Graham, Gordon Matta-Clark, Robert Smithson, are portrayed or “reproduced” by actors who 
revisit the writings and sites of their work in New Jersey. By retracing these artists’ histories, the film 
documents both the decline of industry in the region while also operating as an allegory for the effects of 
neo-liberalism and globalization on America’s built environment since the late 1960s. 

In addition to the installation of Entwistle’s most recent films in the List’s Bakalar Gallery, the exhibition is 
complemented by theatrical screenings. Belfast Trio (2009, 9 min.), three three-minute films screened in 
variable order, combines footage of Belfast’s redevelopment efforts and interviews with professionals from 
the its film and IT industry, precisely those creative economies through which the city hopes to draw 
investment. Paterson-Lodz (2006, variable length) considers the history of labor and immigration in Paterson, 
New Jersey and Lodz, Poland by exploring the role of these city’s Jewish populations in the Lodz insurrection 
of 1905 and the 1913 Paterson Silk Strike. Repeated a minimum of three times, each projection of the film is 
accompanied by a randomly generated selection of field recordings and audio interviews. Social Visions 
(2000, 15 min.) uses interviews, documentary footage, and media reports to explore the history and possible 
futures of Los Angeles and point to the disjuncture between the public image of the city as one of economic 
and social opportunity and the reality of its urban flight, decaying infrastructure, and rising employment.    

About the Artist 

Redmond Entwistle (b. 1977, London) received his degree in film at California Institute of the Arts and 
attended the Whitney Museum of American Art Independent Study Program. His films have been screened at 
Tate Britain, London; Centre Pompidou, Paris; Anthology Film Archives, NY; Whitechapel Art Gallery, London; 
Serpentine Gallery, London; and Contemporary Art Center, Vilnius. He has had solo exhibitions at Tramway 
Gallery, Glasgow; Art in General, NY; and International Project Space, Birmingham, UK; and has been included 
in group exhibitions at the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; PS1 MoMA, NY; the ICA, London, among others.  

List Projects: Redmond Entwistle is curated by Alise Upitis, Assistant Curator, MIT List Visual Arts Center. 



 

 

 


